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Sticking ability in Frogs was measured o n a series of different substrates. Analysis of performance
suggests that Frogs use two sticking mechanisms: interlocking o n rough surfaces and capillarity o n
smooth surfaces. There is a correlation between morphological specializations of the toe pad a n d
sticking ability, but these morphological features are not unique to arboreal species. Terrestrial
species that use leaves as resting sites during times of inactivity have many of the same
niorphological specializations and stick as well as the strictly arboreal species.
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INTRODUCTION

Many species of frogs have expanded toe pads and are capable of sticking to
vertical or even overhanging surfaces. Interlocking, adhesion, capillarity, and
friction have all been suggested as physical mechanisms by which the toe disc
apparatus enables these frogs to stick to a variety of surfaces (Hora, 1923; Noble
8c Jaeckle, 1928; Ernst, 1973a, b ; Welsch, Storch 8c Fuchs, 1974; Nachtigall,
1974). However, these terms have not been clearly defined in the biological
literature nor have these mechanisms been shown to be different from the
sticking mechanisms of frogs lacking a toe disc apparatus. I t is generally accepted
that the toe disc apparatus and intercalary cartilage are adaptations for
arboreality (Hildebrand, 1974); yet, many non-arboreal species also possess
some morphological aspects of the toe disc apparatus and/or intercalary cartilage
0024-4066/80/030199
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(Noble 8c Jaeckle, 1928). Presumably, those frogs with the specialized toe disc
morphology stick to surfaces more effectively than frogs lacking the morphology,
but comparative performance has never been tested.
‘Toe pads in frogs’ is an excellent example of the most common way in which
morphology has historically been linked through function to adaptation; that is
by assertion. The object of this study is to provide data that contribute to an understanding of that linkage. Specifically, three questions will be addressed: ( 1)
what is the sticking mechanism(s), (2) how does the unique morphology of the
toe disc apparatus function in sticking, and (3)what is the biological significance
of being able to stick well to surfaces.

The toe pad apparatus
Enlarged toe pads have evolved independently in a number of different frog
families : H ylidae, Leptodactylidae, H yperolidae, Rhacophoridae, Microhylidae,
and Centrolenidae. Studies by Schuberg ( 1895), Siedlecki ( 19 101, Noble 8c Jaeckle
(1928),Ernst (1973a, b), Welsch, Storch 8c Fuchs (19741, and Richards et al. (1977)
confirm that there is a high degree of similarity in toe pad structure among these
unrelated frogs. Generally, the complete toe disc apparatus is typified by: ( 1) a
dilated digital pad with a specialized epidermal layer of regularly arranged cells
(Fig. 1A); (2) epidermal cell surfaces folded into peg-like projections (=fibrous
epithelium) (Fig. 1D); (3) spaces or canals separating the peg-like projections of
the outer epidermal cells (Fig. 1C); and (4) convoluted mucous glands which
open into the canals between the cells (Fig. 1B). In addition, many frogs with a
toe disc apparatus have an accessory structure, the intercalary cartilage. This is
located between the two last phalangeal segments of the fingers and toes (see fig.
18, NoblekJaeckle, 1928).

Terminology
The term ‘sticking’ refers to the phenomenon by which an animal is able to
resist slipping or falling when resting on an inclined surface. For the animal to
remain stationary, the gravitational force, measured as weight ( w ) , must be
opposed by an equal and opposite force(s1. At angles of less than 90° a normal
force ( N ) , due to the resistance of the substrate to compression, opposes W
perpendicular to the substrate. In sticking, resistance to any part of W not
opposed by N must be supplied by another mechanism. For simplicity, this
resistance will be termed the sticking force ( F ) . Figure 2 illustrates the relative
magnitudes of the parallel and perpendicular components of this sticking force
( F ) at different substrate angles. A number of possible mechanisms have been
advanced to explain ‘sticking’ in biological systems. They are interlocking,
friction, dry adhesion, wet adhesion, and suction.
Interlocking, or the intermeshing of the projections from two solid surfaces, is
actually a special case of normal force. The supplied force is due to the resistance
of the substrate to compression and its cohesion or ability to resist breaking. This
mechanism is limited by the roughness of the interacting solids.
Friction, acting parallel to a surface and opposite to the force tending to cause
motion, is proportional to normal force and is independent of the surface area
(White, 1962). Historically, friction was confused with interlocking as it was
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Figure 2. A diagraniinatic representation of the forces involved in sticking to a substrate inclined at
tlil'fcrcnt angles: A, lo-89O;B , at 90°; C, from 9lo-179O;D, at 180°.The box represents a frog.
N=norinal force, W=weight, F=sticking force.1 =perpendicular, Il=parallel,8=angleofincline.

interpreted to be a result of mutual surface roughness. It is now known that this
is not the case and that friction is, actually, the potential energy analogue to
interlocking (Rabinowicz, 1974).The use of the term friction will be limited, for
the purposes of this paper, to those situations where a normal force is present.
Therefore, at angles of 90° or more, the frictional force will be considered to be
zero.
Dry adhesion occurs between two solids with a proportional relationship
between apparent surface area and actual contact area. The force of dry adhesion
is not proportional to normal load; it can act perpendicularly or in parallel to
the substrate surface (Taylor, 1970).The force of dry adhesion is related to the
distance between the interacting solids, since the Van der Waal's forces on which
it depends decay as the inverse sixth power of intermolecular distance (Kaeble,
1971).
Wet adhesion includes mechanisms by which two solids are held together by an
intervening layer of liquid. In such a system, wetting or spreading of the liquid is
limited by the surface energies of the liquid and the solids. In general low energy
surfaces such as teflon and the waxy cuticle on a leaf are difficult to wet. Wet
adhesion can be divided into two classes : ( 1) stefan adhesion and (2) capillarity.

Stefan adhesion describes the situation where a liquid fills the space between two
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parallel discs and is also present outside this space (Bikerman, 1968). Unlike
stefan adhesion which is dependent, in part, o n the viscosity of the intervening
liquid, the ef'fect of capillarity arises from the surface tension of the liquid and
the fact there will be a concave meniscus at the liquid-air interface (Zisman,
197 1). The relative contributions of stefan adhesion and capillarity to the stress cf,
causing separation, in a situation where two discs are separated by a liquid
adhesive but there is no adhesive outside the narrow space is given by

f= 0 . 7 5 a2/h2t
~
+ 2 V/h ,
where P=the viscosity of the liquid, a=the radius of the disc, t=seconds until
separation, h= the initial distance between the discs, and V=surface tension
(Bikerman, 1971).
Suction, the use of air pressure to support weight by the creation of a pressure
difrerential across two surfaces, is the last of the possible physical mechanisms
explaining sticking. For suction to operate the animal would be required to
create and maintain a partial vacuum over some area of the substrate-epidermis
interface. This mechanism is limited by the amount of pressure differential
produced, the area over which the differential exists, and the ability of the
epidermis to maintain a seal. The last is, in part, limited by the porosity of the
substrate.
These potential sticking mechanisms are dependent of different specific
properties of substrates, and each mechanism predicts certain scaling
relationships between sticking force and toe pad area of the frog (Table 1).
Measuring the ability of frogs to stick on substrates with different physical
properties and comparing the actual force to surface area relationships for
sticking frogs with the predicted relationships for various potential mechanisms
provides a n approach for determining the sticking mechanism.
MATERIALS A N D METHODS

Since the aim of the experiments was to investigate the relationship between
sticking ability and toe pad morphology, individuals of 21 species of frogs
representing six families and a complete range of morphological types were used
in sticking experiments. The natural history of each species was determined
either from the literature or personal observations in the field (see Appendix).
Table 1. Limiting factors and scaling properties of sticking mechanisms

Mrchanism
Interlocking
Friction
DIY adhesion
Suction
Wet adhesion
strfan adhesion
capillarity
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Frogs used in this study are considered arboreal if they are found off the ground
when active and terrestrial if they occur on the ground when active. Using these
definitions, 11 of the species studied are classified as arboreal, 10 species as
terrestrial (Appendix). Of these 21 species, 13 belong to the families
Rhacophoridae and Hylidae. Members of these families are commonly known as
‘tree frogs’, and that term, when used in this paper, is restricted solely to
members of these two families.
The morphology of the toe pads and presence or absence of an intercalary
cartilage were determined for each species either from literature reports or by
SEM and examination of museum specimens (Appendix).The surface area of the
toe pads for experimental animals of the families Hylidae and Rhacophoridae
(tree frogs) was estimated from interspecific surface area/weight regressions
based on measurements of preserved museum specimens. Separate regressions
were calculated for each family from species which ranged in body weight from 1
to 70 g. The toe pads of six adult animals (three males and three females) of each
of 15 species were drawn with a camera lucida at a magnification of 50 x . The
areas of the toe pads, when drawn, were measured using a planimeter and then
reduced by the appropriate magnification to yield actual area in cm2. Body
weight was determined by weighing the museum specimens before drawing (see
Emerson, 1978 which gives a rationale for using weights from preserved
specimens to represent estimates of live body weights for anurans).
The toe pad areas of seven experimental tree frog species were measured
directly, as just described, but areas for the other six species were estimated from
interspecific regressions. Estimation of toe pad surface area from the interspecific
regressions is accurate, however, due to the high correlation between toe pad
surface area and body weight (for species of the Hylidae, r=0.96; for species of
Rhacophoridae, r=0.98).
Individuals of the twenty-one species were tested on five substrates. There were
teflon, HMW, glass, wood, and a waxy leaf. Teflon (trademark, Dupont) and
HMW 1900 (trademark, Cadco) were chosen as smooth, low surface energy, nonpolar, chemically inert substrates. Glass was used as a smooth, high surface
energy substrate. A banana leaf was chosen as representative of a smooth, low
surface energy natural substrate, and a pine board (firring strip, grade 3) was
used as a rough quasi-natural substrate. Each substrate was secured to a platform
on a geared apparatus which allowed a smooth, controllable increase in the
angle of the platform through 360O. Any substrates having regular ridges, such as
the grain of the wood or the veins of the leaf, were oriented so that the ridges ran
longitudinally with respect to the increasing arc of the angle. Each frog was
placed on the substrate and observed during a steady increase of angle up to
1 8 0 O . Angles at which initial slip, repositioning, loss of grip, steady slip and
falling occurred were read from a scale which was divided into one degree
increments. The position of the body of the frog and areas of the epidermis used
to stick were noted. If a frog stuck up to 180°, the amount of time it remained at
that angle, up to a limit of two minutes, was recorded. Six trials were recorded for
each frog, and the frog was weighed before and after each set of trials on a
substrate. In most cases, only one individual of a species was available for testing.
However, where more than one individual of a species was used, the results were
consistent within the species (& ti0), given that the body weights of the individuals
were similar (see Figs 3-6).
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Throughout the course of the experiments, it became apparent that the
variable behaviour of the frogs complicated quantification of sticking ability. For
example, a typical pattern of performance over six trials might consist of three to
four trials in which angles of stick that were within 5 O of each other were recorded,
then two or three trials in which angles 10-20° lower or higher were recorded.
These high and low angles might be explained by the animal's reaction to the
experimental apparatus, the animal not being completely settled initially, and/or
our failure to notice precisely when falling or slipping on the substrate began.
Additionally, while it was possible to measure duration of sticking time at 180°,
this proved impossible at angles between 9 1 and 1 7 9 O since stopping and restarting
caused instability of the platform and the animal would jump off. So, while
theoretically the maximum angle of stick might provide the best indication of
sticking ability, the sources of error in our experimental design make it more
reasonable to use the mean angle of stick from the six trials. Data are presented as
statistical means (see Figs 3-61, but we have also noted those cases in which frogs
stuck to 180° and maintained that angle for over 2 min without slipping or falling.
RESULTS

Sticking ability
As might be expected, there are differences in sticking ability among the frogs
tested (see Figs 3-6), and the animals fall into three groups. Group I includes
those frogs (Bufo quercicus, Bufo calamita, and Melanophryniscus stelzneri) whose
mean angle of stick is less than 90° on any substrate and of whom none have a
complete toe disc apparatus or intercalary cartilage (Appendix). Group I1
(Polypedates leucomystax, Rhacophorus nigropalmatus, Smilisca phaeota, Hyla regilla, Hyla
gratiosa, Hyla exemia, Hyla arenicolor, Phrynohyas venulosa, Gastrophryne carolinensis,
Dendrobates histrionicus, Tripn'on spatulatus, Pachymedusa damicolor, Kassina wealei,
and Phyrnormerus bfasciata) includes those frogs whose mean angle of stick is
greater than 90° but less than 180° and all of whom have some features of the toe
disc apparatus and/or intercalary cartilage (Appendix). The third group
(Oreophrynella quelchii, Hyla cinerea, Hyla picta, and Hyla microcephala) are those
species that are able to stick to 180° for 2 min on some substrate. The three Hyla
have a complete toe disc apparatus and intercalary cartilages. Oreophrynella
quelchii lacks an intercalary cartilage and toe pad expansion per se, but the entire
surface of the foot is composed of modified fibrous epithelium and the animal is
flat-footed. The entire surface of the foot contacts the substrate, not just the toe
pads as in other frogs.
Tree frogs usually perform better in sticking experiments than other frogs, but
a few non-arboreal frogs were found to stick to equivalent or higher angles than
the tree frogs (Figs 4-6). The most significant difference in the performance of
the tree frogs as compared to other frogs is that tree frogs can stick without the
additional adhesive surface area of the abdomen. All frogs, initially, stick using
the abdomen and toes supplemented by other ventral areas. These experiments
demonstrated that non-tree frogs fall when their abdomens lose contact with the
substrate. In contrast, when a tree frog lost contact over the area of its abdomen,
it continued to be suspended by the toes alone. The only non-tree frog tested
exhibiting a similar behaviour was Oreophrynella quelchii. This animal could hang
upside down with only its feet touching the substrate, and walk upside down as
well.
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Weight and sticking
When all frogs tested were considered, n o correlation between weight and
sticking, on most substrates, could be found. However, there is a positive
correlation ( r = 0 . 3 8 8 , P < .05) between weight of frog and its mean angle of stick
on wood : heavier frogs stick to higher angles o n wood. When frogs which have a
toe disc apparatus and intercalary cartilage he. tree frogs) are considered
separately a negative correlation is found between weight and angle of stick on
smooth surfaces. For example, when the mean weight for each species of tree
frog tested is plotted against the corresponding mean angle o n teflon (Fig. 71, the
correlationis-0.69 ( P <.01).
Substrate dflerences
To compare performance o n rough versus smooth surfaces, wood (a rough
surface) can be compared with any of the other substrates. I t is clear that all frogs
do worse o n wood than on any smooth surface (Fig. 3). The better a frog sticks on
a smooth surface, the worse it sticks to a rough surface, the most spectacular
example being the smallets frogs whose body weights are less than 4 g. The
difference in sticking ability of small frogs as between wood and smooth
substrates and the positive correlation between body weight and mean angle of
stick for frogs on wood generally suggest that frogs may use different
tnechanisms for sticking to rough surfaces and smooth surfaces.
Surface energy is the second substrate characteristic analyzed in these
experiments. This parameter is especially important as frogs, under natural
conditions, stick primarily o n leaves. And, most leaves are relatively difficult
surfaces to stick to because of the low surface energy of the waxy cuticle. To assess
the importance of surface energy in sticking, glass can be compared with teflon,
HMW 1900, or the banana leaf. If the surface energy of the substrate is critical to
the sticking mechanism, i t would be expected that frogs would be able to stick to
higher angles on glass. Comparison of the mean angle of stick attained on glass
with mean angle of stick o n low surface energy substrates by the same frogs shows
that only 3 1% of the individuals have a highest mean angle of stick o n glass, while
69% have a highest mean angle of stick on a low surface energy substrate.

0
Figure 7 . Mean angle of stick on teflon for species of tree frogs plotted against mean weight of the
species, I = - 0.69. P < .O 1, Species numbers as in Figs 3-6.
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Moreover, there is little difference between mean angles of stick for frogs on high
and low surface energy substrates. The average difference between mean angle of
stick for all frogs on glass and on teflon is go, and between teflon and the banana
leaf, 9.8O. This suggests that the sticking mechanism is not dependent on the
surface energy of the substrate.
Howfrogs don 't stick!

Frogs with toe discs stick at substrate angles greater than 90°. By definition,
frictional force in such situations is zero. Frogs without toe discs cannot stick at
angles much greater than 90° ; friction could be an importam component of the
sticking mechanism for these animals. Interlocking may be used by frogs to stick
to rough surfaces such as wood; however, it does not account for the same
animal's ability to stick well to smooth surfaces. The presence of mucous glands
and the secretion of mucus by frogs during sticking rules out dry adhesion as a
general mechanism for sticking. It follows that wet adhesion and suction appear
the most likely mechanisms that account for the ability of the frogs to stick well
on smooth surfaces with a low surface energy (Table 1).
To investigate the role of suction in sticking, a tree frog, Smiliscaphaeota (with a
body weight of 12.44 g and a toe pad area of 0.7cm4),was placed on a glass plate
which was positioned at 9 l o to the horizontal inside a sealed glass desiccator that
could be evacuated. The animal was taken from atmospheric pressure at sea level
( = 3 0 inches of mercury) to atmospheric pressure at 12363 ft (=20.5 inches of
mercury). In three trials, the animal did not move its toes or fall off the plate as
the pressure in the dessicator was decreased. If the animal at sea level used
suction to create its sticking force, it would need a 1.8% differential between the
outside air pressure and pressure inside the toe pads in order to support its entire
weight (assuming a perfect vacuum). Yet, when the air pressure in the dessicator
was reduced to 20.5 inches of mercury this was equivalent to equalizing a
pressure differential of up to 31.7% between inside and outside the toe pads. This
result does not completely rule out suction as a contributing factor in sticking,
but does suggest that it is not the primary (or only) mechanism.
The problem remains as to whether frog performance on smooth surfaces is
consistent with a wet adhesion mechanism. In examining this question, the
argument is based on data from tree frogs. This subset was chosen because these
frogs share an identical toe disc morphology, and it was therefore possible to
control for the effect of morphological differences on sticking performance.
Angles of stick are from the experiments using teflon as the substrate. Data from
this artificial substrate rather than from the leaf are used because teflon had the
lowest surface energy of all tested substrates and these angles represent the most
conservative value for sticking ability of frogs.
In a wet adhesion system, it would be expected that the generated force and
toe pad surface area would have a different relationship depending on whether
stefan adhesion or capillarity were the underlying mechanism of sticking (Table
I ) . At 90°, when the total weight of the frog is supported by a parallel force
component, all tree frogs can stick. At 180°, when the total weight of a frog is
supported by a perpendicular force component, Hyla cinerea, at four grams, is the
largest tree frog that can stick. With increasing weight over four grams, the mean
angle to which a tree frog can stick decreases proportionally from 180° (Fig. 7).
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Since frogs over four grams fail to stick upside down while Hylu cinereu at 4 g can
stick upside down, i t is reasonable to assume that 4 g is equivalent to the total
perpendicular force that can be produced by a surface area equal to the toe pad
area of Hylu cinereu. This calculated sticking force per unit area is 1 g/0.07 cm2.
Using this value, theoretical lines were plotted to predict the perpendicular force
which could be produced by a tree frog for any given toe pad area. This was done
in Fig. 8 for two cases: (1) force scaling directly to area (slope= 1.00) - the
predicted relationship if capillarity were the sticking mechanism, and (2) force
scaling to area squared (slope=0.50) - the predicted relationship if Stefan
adhesion were the sticking mechanism. In addition, the calculated perpendicular
component of sticking force for each tree frog derived from the actual
experiments on teflon was plotted against toe pad surface area. There is clearly
no significant difference between the slope of the regression equation describing
the actual perpendicular force component/toe pad area of tested tree frogs and
the theoretical regression equation describing a perpendicular force/toe pad area
assuming capillarity as the sticking mechanism. These results show that sticking
force scales in direct proportion to the toe pad area.
Since capillarity is dependent o n the surface tension of the liquid at the liquidair interface, any changes in that interface should effect the sticking ability of
frogs were capillarity the primary sticking mechanism. For example, immersing a
sticking frog in water should result in an almost instantaneous separation of the
frog from the substrate. When this simple test was performed on a wide range of

.I0

1.0

10.0

Toe pad surface area ( c m ' )

Figure 8. Circles represent perpendicular force component plotted against surface area of the toe
pads for tree frogs on teflon. The line, b= 1.00. describes a theoretical regression for force scaling
directly proportional to toe pad area. The line, b=0.50, describes a theoretical regression for force
scaling as the toe pad area squared:b=slope.
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tree frogs sticking to glass at angles from 90 to 180°, that is indeed what
occurred. No slipping on the substrate was observed, but in every case the
animals separated cleanly from the class as soon as the water surrounded the toe
pads, i.e. the air-liquid interface was altered.
In view of these results we suggest that frogs utilize surface tension to stick to
smooth surfaces. Such a mechanism is consistent with the scaling relationship
found between force and toe pad area and the behaviour of sticking frogs when the
liquid-air interface is disrupted.
DISCUSSION

In natural situations, frogs encounter a continuum of substrates ranging from
rough surfaces such as rocks, wood and bark to smooth, low energy surfaces such
as waxy leaves (Hilyard 8c Biggin, 1977). N o one mechanism of sticking is
compatible with all the types of substrates utilized by frogs. The performance of
the experimental frogs on rough and smooth substrates indicates that different
sticking mechanisms were used for different types of surfaces. The variable
morphology of the toe disc apparatus confirms this idea.
Were capillarity the only mechanism of sticking, then frogs with large toe pad
area should stick better than frogs with smaller toe pads, given that all other
aspects of the morphology were equal. That this is indeed the case can be
demonstrated by comparing frogs of similar body weight and toe pad surface
morphology but with different degrees of toe pad expansion. Figure 9 shows the

Figure 9. The mean angle of stick o n five substrates is plotted for individual Phrynamerus btfusciutu (P)
and Kussina whealei (K)of similar body weight. The circles represent the mean angle of stick on each
substrate, the vertical lines 95% confidence intervals. W=body weight.
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mean angle of stick for Phrynomerus bfasciata and Kassina wealei on five test
substrates. Both animals have intercalary cartilages, moderately developed peglike epidermal projections, and a high density of mucous glands, but P . bfasciata
has expanded toe pads and K. wealei does not. P . bqasciata consistently sticks to
higher angles than K. wealei o n any substrate. Similarly, Oreophrynella quelchii and
Melanophryniscus stelzneri both lack intercalary cartilages but have moderately
developed peg-like epidermal projections. However, the 0. quelchii has a much
larger surface area of fibrous epithelium than M . stelzneri. I t sticks to higher
angles o n all substrates (Fig. 10).
Capillarity as a sticking mechanism depends upon the ability of the liquid to
wet both surfaces. On low surface energy substrates, such as waxy leaves, most
liquids d o not spread. Numerous frog mucous glands circumvent the problem of
wetting such surfaces since they provide a supply of liquid over the entire pad.
The canal-like separations between the cells drain away excess mucus,
presumably aiding in establishing a thin, even layer for adhesion. Secondly, frog
mucus is a good wet adhesive as it is a viscous, long chain, high molecular weight
polymer with many functional groups capable of allowing good cohesive
strength (Lipsonand Silbert, 1968; Dapson, 1970; Chenand Cyr, 1970).
Other elements of'the toe disc apparatus, for example, the peg-like projections
of the outer epidermal cells, however, are not consistent with capillarity as the
only sticking mechanism. In capillarity, gas bubbles o r voids prevent the
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Figure 10. The mean angle o f stick on five substrates is plotted for two individuals o f Oreophrynellu
quelchii (0,
and 0,)
and Melanophryniscus slelmeri (M, and M,) of similar body weight. The circles
represent the mean angle of stick on each substrate, the vertical lines 95% confidence intewals.
W = body weight.
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adhesive bond from approaching theoretical strength. If surface roughness is
fairly regular, and that certainly appears to be the situation from SEM photos of
epidermal cell surfaces of toe pads, bubbles can form along a plane and create a
line of weakness (Zisman, 197 1). Theoretically, if frogs used capillarity to stick to
all surfaces, the contact surface of the toe pad should be smooth, rather than
have the peg-like projections observed. On the other hand, the peg-like
projections could aid in sticking through mechanical interlocking. This may be
the mechanism used on rough surfaces.
Dual mechanisms of sticking are known for at least two other groups of
vertebrates. Geckos utilize a dry adhesion system for smooth surfaces coupled
with an interlocking system using claws o n rough surfaces (Hiller, 1968; Russell,
1975). In arboreal salamanders, capillarity, in some cases, is supplemented by
suction (Alberch, personal communication). I t is therefore possible that in frogs
capillarity provides the major sticking force o n smooth surfaces. Mucous glands
provide sufficient liquid to wet any smooth surface, regardless of its surface
energy. O n rough surfaces, mechanical interlocking becomes important: the
peg-like projections of the epidermis interdigitate with the irregularities of the
substrate. In addition, if frogs use interlocking as a mechanism to stick to some
surfaces, an intercalary cartilage might assist in distributing the force applied by
the frog as it presses its toes against the substrate and so increase the interlocking
of the fibrous epithelium with surface irregularities.
If interlocking and capillarity are coupled as sticking mechanisms in the same
animal, an interesting conflict arises in relation to body size. In interlocking, an
increase in body weight would be expected to improve sticking ability (on
horizontal surfaces at least), given that the additional weight would increase the
nurnber of interdigitating sites and the degree of intermeshing between the
fibrous epithelium and the substrate irregularities. In capillarity, sticking ability
was found to be inversely related to body size. Comparison of the regression line
representing perpendicular force v . toe pad area with the regression line
representing body weight v . toe pad area for tree frogs (see materials and
methods) shows that the differential between perpendicular force available to
support a tree frog and the weight of the tree frog that must be supported
increases with the size of the animal (Fig. 11).
A correlation between arboreality and the presence of a toe disc apparatus is
repeatedly suggested in the literature (Noble & Jaeckle, 1928; Ernst, 1973;
Hildebrand, 1974). However, the ability to stick to surfaces is important to many
frogs, not just arboreal species. Firm footing facilitates terrestrial, jumping
locomotion as well as arboreal, climbing locomotion. Leaf surfaces are utilized
as resting sites by a wide diversity of terrestrial frogs as well as by arboreal species
(for examples, see Toft & Duellman, 1979). Other factors besides arboreality have
to be considered to explain the distribution of the toe disc apparatus and
intercalary cartilage among frogs. For example, Phrynomerus b$asciata is a semifossorial frog (Poynton, 1964) with many of the morphological specializations of
the toe disc apparatus including an intercalary cartilage. These ‘arboreal’
specializations in a fossorial frog have been an enigma to herpetologists (see
Noble 8c Jaeckle, 1928). But, P. b~asciataoften uses banana leaves as resting sites
(Mitchell, 1946) even though it would never be considered primarily a n arboreal
species. Similarly, two terrestrial ranid frogs, Amolops afghana and Straurois
lactopalmatus have expanded toe discs that are morphologically similar to those of
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I

0
Toe pad surface area ( c m 2 )

Figure 1 1 . Regressions describing the relationship between body weight and toe pad area in tree
frogs (dotted line, b= 1.25)and generated perpendicular force and toe pad area (continuous line,
h= 1.00). The stippled area shows the weight range where the generated force is greater than the
weight of the frog so that a frog should be able to hang upside down; b=slope.

their arboreal congeners. The toe discs, in this case, primarily facilitate the
animals’ movements over the slippery rocks on the stream banks where they live
(Inger, personal communication). A given anatomical specialization may serve a
diversity of biological roles in the lives of animals. Understanding the functional
significance of a morphological feature provides clues to these biological roles.
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APPENDIX

Animals tested
Convoluted Peg-like projections
mucous of epidermal surface
glands (fibrousepithelium) Natural history

cartilage

Expanded
toe pads

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Smilisca phaeola

+

+

+

+

Hyla cinerea

+
+

+
+

+
+

+
+

Hyla arenicolor

+

+

+

+

Hyla regilla

+

m

+

+

Hyla gratiosa

+

Hyla exemia

+
+

m

+
+

+
+

Hyla picta

+

+

+

+

Phrynohyas
uenulosa

+

+

+

+

Species

Intercalary

RhacoDhoridae
Polyiedates
leucomystax
Rhacophorus
nigropalmatu J
H ylidae

Hyla
microcephala

Aboreal: by day,
hides in grass, leaf
axils; at night, hops
on ground, tree trunks'
Arboreal'"
Arboreal : in elephant
ear plants and bromeliads etc., sitting on
shaded branches of
bushes or trees2
Arboreal : brushy
thicketss
Arboreal : found during
day under outer
sheaths of banana
plants, call from
reeds5
Terrestrial : call
from rocks or bushes ;chiefly a ground
dwelling frog but
occasionally climbs
trees4
Terrestrial : chiefly
a ground dweller found
among low plant growth
near water4
Arboreal: but both a
climber and a burrowers
Semi-arboreal ( ?):
secreted in bromeliads,
beneath rocks in pine
forests5
Arboreal : call from
low bushes, have been
found in bromeliads5
Arboreal : in bromeliads,
tree holes and
most frequent1 beneath
outer sheath o banana
glants, perched on
ranches and banana
leaves to feed at night5
Arboreal (?): in
bromeliads, tree holes5
Arboreal : perch on
branches of trees, call
from low herbs, bushes
or trees5

ry

Triprion
spatulatus
Pachymedusa
dacnicolor

+

+
+

+
+

+
+
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Species

Intercalary
cartilage

Expanded
toe pads

Convoluted Peg-like projections
mucous
of epidermal surface
glands
(fibrous epithelium) Natural history

H yperolidae
Kassina whealei

+

-

+

m

Terrestrial, but with a
tendancy to climbl2

Bufonidae
Bufo quercicus
Bufo calamita

-

-

-

-

Terrestrials
Terrestrial : under or in
burrowsz

-

-

+

m
m

Terres trial6
Terrestrial : on rocks’

-

+

m

+

+

m

Terrestrial : under
boards, logs, at base of
grass clumps
Semi-fossoriae: underground in termite rotting
wood, but often found
resting on leaf axils of
banana plants”

+

+

M elanophryniscus
stelzneri
Oreophryenlla
quelchii

Microhylidae
Gastrophryne
carolinensis
Phrynomerus
bqasciata

Dendrobatidae
Dendrobates
histrionicus

-

-

++

+

-

Terrestrial : generally
found on or around
ground, low bushes, but
has been reported from
as high as 12 m
off groundg

-, Toe pads not expandedlepidermal cell surface smooth; m, toe pads show some expansion/epidermal cell surfaces have moderately developed peg-like projections; +, toe pads
expanded, well-developed peg-like projections; ++, entire surface of foot is the functional ‘toepad’. 1
Inger, 1954; 2 Duellman & Trueb, 1966; 3 Conant, 1975; 4 Stebbins, 1966; 5 Duellman, 1970; 6
McDiarmid, 1971; 7 McDiarmid, 1971; 8 Hvass, 1972;9Silverstone, 1975; 10Inger. 1966; 1 I Stewart,
1967; lZPoynton, 1964.

